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How adding zero to the complex relation between production and

scattering amplitudes found by van Beveren and Rupp gives the

expected real relation
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Abstract. - If a hadronic production process is dominated by two body final state interactions, the
amplitude A for the production process can be expanded as a sum of the scattering amplitudes T
for the relevant two body channels. Van Beveren and Rupp have claimed that the unitarity relation
ImA = T

†
A can be satisfied if the coefficients in this expansion are complex. We demonstrate

that the coefficients have to be real if the scattering amplitudes T satisfy unitarity. Van Beveren
and Rupp have merely written real coefficients as a sum of complex numbers.

A hadronic production reaction that is dominated by
two body final state interactions inevitably has a right
hand cut structure that is related to that of the corre-
sponding two body scattering process. Particular exam-
ples are the electromagnetic reactions e+e− → π+π− and
γγ → ππ with definite angular momentum and isospin.
In a very recent paper, van Beveren and Rupp [1] have
claimed that the relation between the amplitude Ak for
the production process with two body final state k in a
given partial wave and the corresponding two body scat-
tering amplitudes with the same final states can be written
as

Ak = Re(Zk) + i
∑

ℓ

Zℓ Tkℓ . (1)

where Tkℓ is the scattering amplitude for channel k → ℓ in
the state with same quantum numbers. All the complex
functions Ak, Zk and Tkℓ depend on the c.m. energy.
Eq. (1) satisfies the unitarity relation

ImA = T †A , (2)

where when we consider an n-channel final state T is an
n× n matrix and A an n-component column vector.
In the treatment of van Beveren and Rupp [1] the coef-

ficient, or coupling, functions Zk are complex. They claim
eq. (1) is a new result and that this differs from the con-
ventional wisdom that the production amplitude is related

to the relevant scattering amplitudes through wholly real
coupling functions, or in the above notation purely imag-
inary functions Zk. They regard Re(Zk) = 0 as a special
case. Here we will illustrate that their result is just a com-
plicated way of writing zero as a sum of complex numbers
and that with no assumptions beyond 2-body unitarity,
the coefficients iZk can be rewritten in terms of wholly
real functions iZ ′

k, not as a special case, but quite gener-
ally1.

To make the argument transparent, we consider the case
with two final state channels 1 and 2. Then the van Bev-
eren and Rupp result, eq. (1), for A1 is

A1 = Re(Z1) + iZ1 T11 + iZ2 T12 . (3)

That for A2 is obtained by trivially interchanging the la-
bels 1 and 2. We now use two simple identities

0 =
T11T22 − T 2

12

T11T22 − T 2
12

− 1 (4)

0 =
T11T12 − T11T12

T11T22 − T 2
12

. (5)

We multiply the right hand side of eq. (4) by Re(Z1) and
the right hand side of eq. (5) by Re(Z2) and add these to

1The introduction of the factor of ‘i’ is just to make the compar-

ison with Ref. 1 easier, and so not complicate the issue further.
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eq. (3) to give:

A1 = Re(Z1)

(

T11T22 − T 2
12

T11T22 − T 2
12

)

+ Re(Z2)

(

T11T12 − T11T12

T11T22 − T 2
12

)

+ iZ1T11 + iZ2T12 (6)

Rearranging the first two terms in eq. (6),

A1 =

(

Re(Z1)T22 − Re(Z2)T12

T11T22 − T 2
12

)

T11

+

(

Re(Z2)T11 − Re(Z1)T12

T11T22 − T 2
12

)

T12

+ iZ1T11 + iZ2T12 . (7)

This leads to,

A1 =

[

iZ1 +

(

Re(Z1)T22 − Re(Z2)T12

T11T22 − T 2
12

)]

T11

+

[

iZ2 +

(

Re(Z2)T11 − Re(Z1)T12

T11T22 − T 2
12

)]

T12 . (8)

We can clearly write this as

A1 = i Z ′
1 T11 + i Z ′

2 T12 (9)

where the Z ′
k’s are possibly complex coefficients. We read

off

Z ′
1 = Z1 − i

(

Re(Z1)T22 − Re(Z2)T12

T11T22 − T 2
12

)

(10)

Z ′
2 = Z2 − i

(

Re(Z2)T11 − Re(Z1)T12

T11T22 − T 2
12

)

. (11)

We now consider the real part of the Z ′
k, for instance with

k = 1

Re(Z ′
1) = Re(Z1) + Re(Z1) Im

(

T22

T11T22 − T 2
12

)

− Re(Z2) Im

(

T12

T11T22 − T 2
12

)

. (12)

Applying the unitarity condition ImT
−1 = −I, we have:

Im[T−1]ij = 0 with i 6= j (13)

Im[T−1]jj = −1 (14)

hence Re(Z ′
1) = 0, therefore Z ′

1 is purely imaginary, and a
similar argument follows for Z ′

2. Consequently, two-body
unitarity requires that the van Beveren and Rupp equation
with seemingly complex coefficients Zk can be written in
terms of purely imaginary functions Z ′

k. Thus, as was long
ago recognised [2–6], the coupling functions iZ ′

k are wholly
real.
It is important to note that the factors

[

T−1
]

kℓ
( for

instance,
[

T−1
]

11
= T22/(T11T22 − T 2

12)), which relate the

Fig. 1: Illustration of the Real parts of the functions
h

T̂
−1

i

kℓ

that enter the ImZ
′
k of eqs. (10,11) for typical hadronic chan-

nels, where 1 = ππ and 2 = KK from Ref. [7]. As expected
these coefficient functions are perfectly smooth, having no right
hand cut singularities. For convenience, the Adler zeroes in
each meson-meson scattering amplitude have been divided out.
This is the definition of T̂ .

coefficients iZk to the real functions iZ ′
k, contain no par-

ticle poles. As an illustration we show in fig. 1 these fac-
tors for the well studied I = J = 0 channel with ππ and
KK final states for typical model amplitudes [7], where
for convenience we have divided out the Adler zero factors
in each of the meson scattering amplitudes. As expected
these fuctions are smooth having no right hand cut singu-
larities, and easily parameterisable as simple polynomials
in E.
One of the features of writing the production amplitudes

as

Ak = i
∑

ℓ=1

Z ′
ℓ Tℓk (15)

where the functions iZ ′
k are wholly real with no right hand

cut singularities, is that they pass each threshold in an ob-
viously continuous way. This is not the case for the ampli-
tudes parametrised in terms of the complex functions Zk

that van Beveren and Rupp propose. This is most easily il-
lustrated by considering how the different representations
with n channels continue below the 2nd threshold into the
region of elastic unitarity. There T11 = sin δeiδ and so

A1 = Re(Z1) + i Z1 T11 + i
∑

ℓ=2

Zℓ Tℓ1

= [Re(Z1) cos δ + Im(Z1) sin δ] e
iδ + i

∑

ℓ=2

Zℓ Tℓ1.

Clearly if we have a one channel representation with
Zℓ = 0 for ℓ ≥ 2, Watson’s theorem [2], which requires
the amplitude A1 has the phase of T11 in the region of
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elastic unitarity, is of course satisfied as the coefficient of
the explicit exp(iδ) is real. However, Watson’s theorem
must remain satisfied however many channels we include
in the analysis. Typical representations like the K-matrix
(and its analytic generalisations [7]) continue all the Tℓ1

amplitudes in a way that ensures they all have the elas-
tic phase, δ, in the region of elastic unitarity. We see this
automatically happens if the iZℓ are real. But for van Bev-
eren and Rupp [1] iZℓ are complex functions, which they
specifically modell as Hankel functions dependent upon
the c.m. 3-momentum of the final state. With the ex-
pected analytic continuation of amplitudes Tℓ1, these are
all real below the ℓ-th threshold. Thus the van Beveren
and Rupp functions Zℓ must have right hand cut singu-
larities to be continuable below each threshold and still
satisfy unitarity.
Since eq. (1) is nothing more than a statement that a

complex number, which is a two dimensional vector, can
be written as the sum of any other two independent com-
plex functions, with real coefficients, then this immedi-
ately generalises to the full n× n scattering matrix.
Van Beveren and Rupp have literally added zero to the

known result and obtained something more complicated:
a complication not required by 2-body unitarity.
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